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account the real RH  and imaginary IH  parts of the dielectric permittivity. Appearance of nonzero values of IH  is 
caused by the nonresonant interaction of the probe pulse with b-type quantum dots. If we choose the host medium to 
be an all-dielectric metamaterial it will allow us to change significantly the dispersion properties of the medium in 
the case 0RH   and 1P   , where P  is the magnetic permeability of the medium. 
2. Generation of laser bullets in all-dielectric metamaterials with quantum dots 
The presence of the dissipative corrections related to the local-field  0 22 11 21Iu[ U U U  in (1c) and 20 212 Iu[ U  in 
(1d) provides an additional possibility for the polarization decay of a-type quantum dots, which was induced by the 
probe field. Due to the nonlinear structure of these terms, it becomes possible to observe a variant of the self-
induced transparency effect in the weak field limit for a dense ensemble of quantum dots. In this limit, the self-
consistent problem described by (1) and propagation equation for pE can be reduced to a cubic-quintic Ginzburg-
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  is the doubled length of dispersion, inH , 0a , 0T  are the initial amplitude, spatial width 























































 . At the same time, 
we assume that corresponding normalized coefficients of optical diffusion and spectral filtering have the same signs 







  is the diffraction coefficient, pO  is the 
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 is the fifth-order losses coefficient. Here b*  is the relaxation rate from the excited 
state of the b-type quantum dots, b'  is the frequency detuning of probe field from optical transition in b-type 
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where 2 2 2 20 0 0W X Y W
       and 0 0 0S C D F   . 
The results obtained using the variational methods (4) and direct numerical simulation (2) to determine 
conditions for formation of stable dissipative laser bullets are presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The distinctive feature of 
the performed simulation is the use of the experimental data for energy dependences [Murphy et al. (2006), Xu et al. 
(2007)], as well as the dependence of the values of the transition dipole moment [Pokutnyi (2006)] on the size of 
quantum dots. It is characteristic that the found areas are significantly extended near point A in Fig. 2, which allows 
us to lower the requirements for homogeneity of the quantum dots by size. In particular, in order to achieve 
generation of laser bullets in optical metamaterial under the conditions of the performed simulation, the 
homogeneity of the quantum dots size should be about 94%. 
The other feature of the problem is connected with using all-dielectric metamaterials as the host medium that 
allows one to significantly reduce the characteristic spatial sizes, and also the length of laser bullets stabilization (in 
Fig. 3). 
3. Conclusion 
It is necessary to note, that the ideas of using optical metamaterials [Rosanov et al. (2011)] or the media with 
quantum dots [Gligoriü et al. (2013)] are nothing new in terms of generation of optical solitons. However, the use of 
such new perspective hybrid medium as metamaterials with quantum dots [Krishnamoorthy et al. (2012)] is likely to 
provide significantly expanded boundaries of applicability of such researches. In particular, reduction of a nonlinear 
response time and simultaneous overcoming of a diffraction limit in all-dielectric metamaterials with quantum dots 
can be used in development of superfast and compact solid-state devices for optical information processing. 
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